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ABSTRACT: Acute venous thrombosis is prevalent and
potentially fatal. Accurate diagnosis of early thrombus is
needed for patients in timely clinical intervention to prevent
life-threatening conditions. Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) with
excellent spatial resolution and high optical contrast shows
more promise for this purpose. However, its application is
dramatically limited by its signal-off effect on thrombus
because of the ischemia in thrombus which lacks the
endogenous photoacoustic (PA) signal of hemoglobin. To
address this dilemma, we herein report the feasibility of using
organic semiconducting nanoparticles (NPs) for contrast-
enhanced PAI of thrombus in living mice. An organic
semiconducting NP, self-assembled by amphiphilic perylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PDI) molecules, is chemically modified with cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (cRGD) peptides as a PA
contrast agent (cRGD-PDI NPs) for selectively lightening early thrombus. cRGD-PDI NPs presents high PA intensity,
good stability in light and serum, and sufficient blood-circulating half-life. In living mice, PA intensity of early thrombus
significantly increases after tail vein injection of cRGD-PDI NPs, which is 4-fold greater than that of the control, blocking,
and old thrombus groups. Pathological and immunohistochemical findings show that glycoprotein IIb/IIIa abundant in
early thrombus is a good biomarker targeted by cRGD-PDI NPs for distinguishing early thrombus from old thrombus by
PAI. Such a lightening PAI effect by cRGD-PDI NPs successfully provides accurate information including the profile, size
and conformation, and spatial distribution of early thrombus, which may timely monitor the obstructive degree of
thrombus in blood vessels and the thrombolysis effect.
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Venous thromboembolism (VTE), including deep-vein
thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), has
a high incidence of disease around the world and can be

potentially life-threatening.1 The estimated incidence rate of
DVT in industrialized countries is 1−3‰ per year.2 Among
these DVT patients, up to 50% will develop into more serious
post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS), including pain, cramping,
swelling, and heaviness.3 What’s more, the recurrent DVT
occurring up to 10% per year in unprovoked DVT patients
further increases the risk of PTS, PE, and death.4 Currently, the
treatment toward thrombus mainly includes two types. Early
thrombus can be removed by thrombolytic drugs to recanalize

the vein, whereas old thrombus can only be treated with
anticoagulants to prevent thrombus expansion.5 Thereby, rapid
yet accurate diagnosis of early thrombus for timely clinical
intervention as well as potential prevention of further life-
threatening complications is of tremendous importance.6 The
existing technique for thrombus detection includes computed
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
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positron emission tomography (PET), and ultrasound (US).
However, the ionizing radiation-based CT6 and PET7 suffer
radiation risks. MRI can provide detailed anatomic reference
information but shares the drawbacks of weak functional
signals, suboptimal spatial resolution, and time-consuming
examination processes.8,9 In addition to the expensive costs of
PET and MRI examination, those bulky instruments for PET
and MRI are unmovable and consequently inconvenient for
some special patients who cannot walk or are in critical
conditions. Clinically, US has become the primary imaging tool
for VET diagnosis because of its widespread availability, real-
time image, high penetration depth, portability, and safety.10

However, the difficulty of the US technique to discern
abnormalities from surrounding tissue greatly limits its further
application owing to the similar acoustic impedances.
Consequently, exploring appropriate imaging techniques to
provide more accurate information on early thrombus is highly
desired.
Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a non-ionizing and hybrid

imaging paradigm that integrates optical excitation and
ultrasonic detection. Thus, it provides an attractive feature of
excellent spatial resolution and high optical contrast for data
collection.11 Given these merits, PAI has been developed
rapidly for preclinical studies on vascular biology, oncology,
neurology, cardiology, dermatology, ophthalmology, and
gastroenterology. Although the clinical application of PAI is
still limited by light penetration depth (1−5 cm) at present,12

some pioneering studies in clinical research for humans have
been forging ahead.13,14 Because of the extremely enhanced
light absorption of hemoglobin relative to surrounding tissues,
the light-absorption-based PAI technique exhibits tremendous
advantages in visually distinguishing the blood vessels from
surrounding tissues. It is well-known that thrombosis will cause
the alterations to the erythrocyte and finally influence the
number and quality of hemoglobin. Therefore, this is
theoretically applicable to detect thrombus by PAI on the
basis of the difference of hemoglobin.15 Indeed, present PAI on
venous thrombus showed reduced intensity (signal-off) because
of ischemia, which lacks an endogenous chromophore (e.g.,
oxyhemoglobin).15,16 Unfortunately, in this way, it is really
difficult to differentiate the photoacoustic (PA) signals between
the thrombus and the background, let along the accurate
location, size, shape, and other information on the thrombus to
further distinguish early thrombus from old thrombus.
Therefore, it is of paramount importance to specifically lighten
early thrombus by employing a PA contrast agent. When the
position of intravascular thrombus staying in the blood vessel is
taken into account, the prerequisite features of a good PA
contrast agent should include various improved properties, such
as sufficient circulating time, stability in light and blood, high
target selectivity, high light absorption intensity, low toxicity,
and good water solubility.17−19 However, as far as we know, no
efficient PA contrast agent for the detection of early thrombus
has been reported.
Recently, various near-infrared (NIR) light (having deeper

penetration for in vivo imaging compared to visible light)
absorptive materials, such as metallic nanomaterials (e.g., gold
nanorods,20 gold nanovesicles21), up-conversion nanoparticles
(NPs),22 carbonaceous nanomaterials (e.g., graphene,23 carbon
nanotubes,24 and polyhydroxyfullerenes25), organic dyes,26 and
organic semiconducting NPs27−30 have been developed as
contrast agents to enhance PA signals in imaging of
angiogenesis, tumor microenvironments, microcirculation,

biomarkers, brain functions, drug response, and gene activities.
In such, organic materials receive increasing attention mainly
due to their relatively good biocompatibility and easy chemical
modification to provide their various photophysical properties,
water solubility, biocompatibility, and targeting ability. For
example, indocyanine green and methylene blue, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approved NIR dyes, have been
widely used for PAI study despite their poor light stability.31

However, their NIR absorption (extinction coefficient, ε = 104

to 105 M−1 cm−1) is insufficient to generate an obvious PA
signal.31,32 In comparison, organic NPs having molecular
aggregation exhibit a much higher absorption property (ε =
108 to 109 M−1 cm−1) and better photostability than the
monomer, which have been widely adopted for in vivo PAI.31 In
consideration of the hydrophobicity of most PA signal-
generated molecules, they are generally blended with
amphiphilic molecules to form NPs to realize their water
solubility and biocompatibility.33 The blending method is
further applied to combine different PA contrast agents
together to simply realize ratiometric PA probes.27,34

Unfortunately, those encapsulated organic dyes by the blending
method was observed to be leaching out more or less from the
NPs in vivo, which may cause unexpected pseudosignals.17,35

Herein, we rationally designed cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (cRGD)
peptide-modified NIR-absorptive organic semiconducting NPs
self-assembled by amphiphilic perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic
diimide (PDI) derivatives and successfully realized it as an
efficient PA contrast agent for selectively lightening early
thrombus in living mice. The design of the molecular structure
is based on these considerations: (1) Organic semiconducting
molecules as PA contrast agents generally exhibit good light
absorption and photostability.27 As a typical organic semi-
conducting molecule, PDI has received great attention in
bioelectronics and biomedical applications due to its high
chemical, thermal, and photochemical stabilities as well as
outstanding optoelectronic property and easy modification.36,37

In our previous works, we successfully employed a NIR-
absorptive PDI derivative for PAI of a deep brain tumor in
living mice.38 (2) A hydrophobic alkyl chain and a hydrophilic
polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain were covalently bonded to the
PDI group to form an amphiphilic structure for self-assembling
into NPs in water. The combination of the strong π−π
interaction among planar PDI molecules,38 the van der Waals’
force of the alkyl chain, and the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interactions in one entity constructed by a single component
contributes to enhance the NPs’ stability in blood. Also, the
hydrophilic PEGs lying on the NP’s surface provide NPs with a
long circulating time and good biocompatibility in vivo.39

Furthermore, the formed PDI aggregation in the NPs is good
for strengthening PA signals. (3) Platelet activation is a
common pathophysiological process that occurs in the early
stages of thrombus. Thus, imaging of activated platelets
promises the sensitive detection of early thrombus.40,41

Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa (GPIIb/IIIa), a heterodimeric glycopro-
tein as a bridge between activated platelets, is essential in the
development of platelet aggregation and thrombosis. It
undergoes conformational changes from a low-affinity to a
high-affinity state when platelets are activated in early thrombus
and then from a high-affinity to a low-affinity state when early
thrombus grows into old thrombus.42,43 These features make
GPIIb/IIIa a suitable biomarker of early thrombus. cRGD
peptide has been proven to have a high binding affinity to
GPIIb/IIIa when platelet-activated in the early stage of
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the preparation of cRGD-PDI NPs and its mechanism for specifically lightening early thrombus by PAI. For
PAI, 5% FeCl3 was applied to the jugular vein and diffused through the vessel wall, resulting in the exposure of basement membrane
components to circulating blood cells. Platelets were then activated to deform, adhere, and aggregate together to form early thrombus during
the vascular intima injury. The initial resting integrin GPIIb/IIIa on the platelets transformed into a high-affinity state in early thrombus and
finally became a low-affinity state when the early thrombus grew into an old thrombus. cRGD-PDI NPs can target GPIIb/IIIa in early
thrombus while inefficiently in old thrombus, resulting in selectively lightening early thrombus by PAI.

Figure 2. Characterization of physical and optical properties of cRGD-PDI NPs. (a) Picture of cRGD-PDI NPs in PBS (pH 7.4). (b) TEM and
(c) DLS of cRGD-PDI NPs. (d) Photobleaching test: UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra of cRGD-PDI NP solution exposure under 700 nm
laser irradiation (8 mJ cm−2) for 0, 10, 20, and 30 min.
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thrombus.43,44 In contrast to antibodies, the cRGD peptide is
generally smaller in size and simpler in structure, causing less
immunoreactivity.45,46 Thus, we hypothesized that the cRGD
peptide modification of PDI NPs would specifically target
GPIIb/IIIa to visualize early thrombus in vivo by PAI.
In this work, our designed cRGD-modified PDI (cRGD-

PDI) NPs presented high PA intensity, good stability in light
and serum, and a sufficient blood-circulating half-life.
Furthermore, in comparison with an early thrombus test by
cyclic Arg-Ala-Asp (cRAD) peptide-modified PDI NPs (cRAD-
PDI NPs, no targeting ability to GPIIb/IIIa), blocking group,
and old thrombus group, cRGD-PDI NPs exhibited excellent
binding ability with GPIIb/IIIa and specifically lightened early
thrombus in living mice by PAI. Meanwhile, cRGD-PDI NPs
with PA contrast enhancement effectively provided the accurate
information including the profile, size and conformation, and
the spatial distribution of the thrombus, which can timely
monitor the obstructive degree of thrombus in blood vessels
and the therapy effect of thrombolysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The preparation route of all PDI NPs and their usage for
detecting early thrombus are illustrated in Figure 1. First, an
amphiphilic PDI molecule was obtained by adding a long alkyl
chain to one amide position of the PDI and a PEG chain with
Mw = 2000 (PEG2000) to another amide position. The related
synthetic route is shown in the Supporting Information, and the
molecular structure was proven by 1H NMR and MALDI-TOF
MS in Figures S1−S12. The PDI NPs were then prepared by
directly dissolving PDI molecules in water under the assistance

of sonication. The assembling number of PDI molecules per
NP was calculated to be about 3.48 × 104. The PDI NPs in
water showed a dark green color (Figure 2a) and exhibited
excellent water solubility of 10 mg mL−1. cRGD and cRAD
were then modified to the PEG surface of PDI NPs using sulfo-
SMCC as a linker to investigate its thrombus-targeting ability.
The obtained cRGD-PDI or cRAD-PDI NPs showed a
relatively constant diameter of about 40.0 ± 3.1 and 41.2 ±
2.5 nm by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figures
2b and S13). The dynamic light scattering (DLS) measure-
ments also revealed that these NPs have a relatively narrow size
distribution with a mean size of around 70.3 ± 2.3 and 68.9 ±
3.2 nm (Figures 2c and S13) in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS, 0.1 M, pH 7.4). The size of the PDI NPs observed under
TEM is smaller than the DLS result due to their shrinking in
the dry state. The ratio of non-cRGD-modified PEG (or non-
cRAD-modified PEG) to cRGD-modified PEG (or cRAD-
modified PEG) in a NP is calculated from MALDI-TOF MS to
be about 2:1 (Figures S9 and S11), indicating a large amount of
cRGD or cRAD (10k per NP) on the NP surface that can
provide sufficient targeting ability. cRGD-PDI NPs exhibited
NIR absorption in aqueous solution with a maximum
absorption at 650 nm and a shoulder at 700 nm (Figure 2d).
In this work, the wavelength at 700 nm was adopted as the NIR
laser source for the PAI study. The extinction coefficient of PDI
NPs at 700 nm was 2.58 × 108 M−1 cm−1, suggesting PDI NPs
are excellent NIR light absorbers for PAI.
The cRGD-PDI and cRAD-PDI NPs can be stored in PBS

(0.1 M, pH 7.4) without any precipitation for 12 months, more
stable than the PDI NPs formed by the blending method which
only remains for about 2 months.38 When PDI NP aqueous

Figure 3. In vitro and in vivo study of PAI of cRGD-PDI NPs. (a) PAI of cRGD-PDI NPs in aqueous solution at concentrations of 0.125, 0.250,
0.500, 1.000, and 2.000 mg mL−1, and (b) PA signal was observed to be linearly dependent on its concentration (R2 = 0.996). All PAIs in (a)
have the same scale bar. (c) PAI of cRGD-PDI NPs in living mice, which were injected subcutaneously (the depth is about 0.5 mm) at
concentrations of 0.0625, 0.125, 0.250, 0.500, 1.000, and 2.000 mg mL−1 (from left to right region enveloped by the red dotted line). (d)
Linear regression for modeling the relationship between the PA signal and NP concentration is calculated on each inclusion (R2 = 0.997). All
PAIs in (c) have the same scale bar.
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solution (1 mg mL−1) was diluted to 1000-fold, the NP size
remained unchanged. Also, after incubation for 48 h in mouse
serum at 37 °C (Figure S14), the NP size in serum was slightly
changed, indicating its potential good stability in blood. This
prominent PDI NP stability can be attributed to the combined
action of the strong π−π interaction among the planar PDI
groups, the van der Waals’ force from alkyl chains, and the
hydrophobic interaction existing in one entity. The photo-
stability of the cRGD-PDI NPs was further tested using a
continuous laser irradiation at 700 nm and 8 mJ cm−2 and
showed excellent photostability (almost no reduced absorp-
tion) during 30 min irradiation (Figure 2d). This photostability
was derived from the PDI group, which has been proven to be
more stable than the traditional organic dyes.38 Therefore, the
structure and optical stabilities gave cRGD-PDI NPs significant
advantages for in vivo PAI.
The PA properties of the NPs were investigated in vitro with

a phantom. Each EP tube with 10 μL of cRGD-PDI NPs at
concentrations from 0.125 to 2.000 mg mL−1 was immersed in
a tank filled water and subjected to PAI. The test results
showed that the PA signal had good linear relationship with NP
concentration (R2 = 0.996, Figure 3a,b). To study the detection
sensitivity of PA signals in a living body, 100 μL of cRGD-PDI
NPs with different concentrations was mixed with matrigel and
injected into the subcutaneous tissue of the lower back of the
mouse. The PAI was analyzed (Figure 3c,d) and exhibited a
linearly positive correlation between the PA signal intensity and
dose concentration (R2 = 0.997).
The targeting specificity of cRGD-PDI NPs to early

thrombus was next evaluated in vitro in activated platelets.
Each 100 μL platelet-rich plasma activated by 20 μmol mL−1

adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and 30 μmol L−1 thrombin
receptor-activating peptide was incubated with cRGD-PDI NPs
at 37 °C for 60 min and then washed with PBS for further PAI.
As a comparison, cRAD-PDI NPs, PBS, pure platelet
aggregation, and the blocking group were also subjected to
the same procedure. Figure 4a shows the visualized picture of
all treated platelets. After treatment with the green cRGD-PDI
NPs, the previous colorless platelets appeared green color while
the PBS group still remained colorless, indicating the NPs were
successfully adsorbed on the platelets. In addition, no color
change of the platelet was observed after cRAD-PDI NP
treatment, showing the existing targeting ability of cRGD-PDI
NPs to the platelet aggregation. Considering that cRGD can
efficiently bind to GPIIb/IIIa in early thrombus, the blocking

experiment was carried out to investigate its targeting
specificity. After being blocked with Eptifibatide (a clinical
application of the GPIIb/IIIa protein blocking agent) and then
treated with cRGD-PDI NPs, an apparent decrease of the green
color of platelets was observed, which manifested the targeting
property of cRGD-PDI NPs to GPIIb/IIIa. PAI of all platelets
in Figure 4a proved the feasibility of using cRGD-PDI NPs for
targeted PAI of the thrombus. The PA signal intensity of
activated platelets in the cRGD-PDI NP group was twice as
strong as that in the blocking group and four times that of the
cRAD-PDI NPs group. We further used PA spectra to
differentiate the molecular signal of interest from the contrast
or the background in the NIR region.47 The PA spectra of the
related platelets in Figure 4b showed that the maximum PA
intensity peak of the cRGD-PDI group was at 700 nm, which
was the same as cRGD-PDI NPs in aqueous solution,
demonstrating that the enhanced PA signal in the platelet
was derived from the targeted cRGD-PDI NPs.
We used MTT assay to evaluate the potential cytotoxicity of

cRGD-PDI NPs on NIH3T3 cells. With the concentration of
cRGD-PDI NPs ranging from 0 to 100 μg mL−1, all of the cells
retained >90% viability, indicating their low cytotoxic effect
(Figure S15). To study the blood circulation time of NPs, 300
μL of cRGD-PDI NPs at a concentration of 3.33 mg mL−1 was
tail-vein-injected in normal mice (n = 3) for real-time detection
by PAI. For quantitative comparison, an identical region of
interest before and after cRGD-PDI NPs injection was selected.
After 2 h injection of NPs, the intensity of the blood PA signal
reached the maximum of 2-fold higher than that preinjection
(3161 ± 97 versus 1066 ± 7; p < 0.01). The PA intensity then
gradually decreased, and the intermediate half-life of cRGD-
PDI NPs in blood was calculated to be about 22 h (Figure
S16). Such a long circulating time of cRGD-PDI NPs can be
explained by the PEG covering on the NP surface48 and its
appropriate NP size of around 70 nm,49 indicating its suitability
for PAI application in blood vessels.
In vivo detection of early thrombus was performed on an

FeCl3-induced murine model of jugular vein thrombus. Three
wall-adherent thrombus mice were first subjected to US, MRI,
and PAI to compare their thrombus imaging effects. In Figure
5a, in comparison with the normal jugular venous lumen, an
ambiguous protrusion on the wall (in the white circled area),
which belongs to the wall-adherent thrombus, was found in the
lumen with early thrombus by US. In such, luminal blood
appeared as black or dark gray and early thrombus as white-

Figure 4. In vitro specificity binding assessment of cRGD-PDI NPs to activated platelets. (a) Pictures of activated platelets treated with PBS,
pure platelets, activated platelets treated with cRAD-PDI NPs, activated platelets blocked by Eptifibatide and then treated with cRGD-PDI
NPs, and activated platelets treated with cRGD-PDI NPs (from left to right in the top layer) and their respective PAIs (in bottom layer). All
PAIs have the same scale bar. (b) PA spectra of those treated platelets.
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gray. However, it is really difficult to discern the thrombus from
surrounding tissues by US due to its intrinsically poor contrast
(the similar acoustic intensity of abnormalities with surround-
ing tissues).50 In Figure 5b, we can easily visualize the jugular
vein by T2-weighted MRI because MRI affords more detailed
anatomic reference information and higher spatial resolution
than US. However, consistent with the previous report, no clear
evidence for thrombus formation by MRI was observed in the
blood vessel having thrombus. The reason is that small and
non-occlusive thrombus has only a minor impact on blood flow
and may not give rise to a clear signal in MRI.51 PAI can
provide good blood vessel imaging with high spatial resolution
as well as high contrast owing to the significantly higher NIR
absorption of hemoglobin in blood than in surrounding
tissues.52 In Figure 5c, the morphology and distribution of
the blood vessel, even the smaller vessel, can be clearly
discerned by PAI. Different with the normal vessel in the blue
circled area, the vessel with thrombus was clearly observed with
a loss of PA signal in the white circled area. It indicates the
existence of thrombus in this location because ischemia (lacking
hemoglobin) in the thrombus region resulted in the reduced
PA signal of blood.15,16 Compared to MRI and US, it is obvious
that the thrombus formation can be unambiguously observed
by PAI, demonstrating that PAI is promising for thrombus
detection. However, owing the signal-off effect of PAI on
thrombus, lightening thrombus by a PA contrast agent is

therefore more significant for obtaining detailed information on
thrombus.
Subsequently, in vivo PAI of early thrombus by cRGD-PDI

NPs was performed. One group of three wall-adherent
thrombus mice were tail-vein-injected with 300 μL of cRGD-
PDI NPs at a concentration of 3.33 mg mL−1, and the other
two groups were injected with cRAD-PDI NPs and PBS as
control groups. The PAI of each experimental group in every
time point was visualized in Figure 6a. All PAIs of the three
groups before NP injection revealed obvious PA signals of the
normal vessels in the blue circled area and the signal-off effect
in thrombus regions (in the white circled area). After 2 h
injection of cRGD-PDI NPs, part of the thrombus region in the
white circle area started to appear with an increased PA signal.
Almost the whole thrombus region showed obviously increased
PA signal after 6 h injection (Figure 6a,b) and the PA intensity
reached the maximum (4536 ± 121) after 24 h injection, which
was 4.3-fold higher than that before NP injection (Figure 6c).
After 48 h injection of cRGD-PDI NPs, the enhanced PA signal
in thrombus was more clearly visible. The localization of
cRGD-PDI NPs in the thrombus was further confirmed by PA
spectra measurements. In Figure 6c, the thrombus region in
vivo exhibited a strong peak of PA signal at 700 nm after 12 h
NP injection. This PA peak position is consistent with the
characteristic PA peak of cRGD-PDI NPs in aqueous solution,
much different from that injected with PBS, demonstrating the
accumulation of cRGD-PDI NPs in the thrombus. Thus, the
successful lightening of the thrombus by cRGD-PDI NPs
displayed sufficient binding capability to thrombus in vivo. In
contrast, no enhanced PA signal was found in the thrombus
region of mice injected with cRAD-PDI NPs and PBS. In
Figure 6b, a significantly increased PA intensity occurred in the
thrombus region of the cRGD-PDI NP group compared with
that of the cRAD-PDI NP control group after 6 h injection
(2287 ± 69 versus 1183 ± 27, p < 0.01) and reached the highest
at 3.5-fold after 24 h injection. This result exhibited the good
targeting ability of cRGD-PDI to early thrombus, which may
contribute to its strong binding ability to GPIIb/IIIa on
activated platelets in early thrombus. To prove this, a GPIIb/
IIIa blocking test was applied in vivo. GPIIb/IIIa blocking agent
Eptifibatide and cRGD-PDI NPs were injected in sequence via
tail vein within 1 h. It was found that the signal area in the
thrombus was completely suppressed at each time point. These
findings manifested that the greatly enhanced PA signal of
jugular vein thrombus was caused by cRGD-PDI NPs binding
to GPIIb/IIIa in the venous thrombus in vivo.
Further analysis showed that after PDI NP injection, the

PAIs of the normal vessels (Figure 6a, dotted by blue line in the
square) in cRGD-PDI NP and cRAD-PDI NP groups both
became the brightest at 2 h and then gradually decreased, which
is in accordance with the PDI NPs in normal mice. However, it
is intriguing to find that the blood signal intensity at the
thrombus side (Figure 6a, dotted by white line in the square) in
both groups reached the maximum at 12 h, much longer than
that of the control vessel (Figure 6d). The observed prolonged
retention time of cRGD-PDI NPs close to thrombus is mainly
due to the temporary stasis of blood where the thrombus
delayed the blood flow and subsequently afforded higher
accumulation of cRGD-PDI NPs in the local blood region
(Figure 6e).41 Therefore, based on this phenomenon, we may
understand the obstructive degree of thrombus through
investigation of the retention time of NPs in the blood vessels
around the thrombus by PAI. To evaluate the feasibility of

Figure 5. In vivo detection of early venous thrombus by MRI, US,
and PAI. (a) US tests display the normal jugular venous lumen (in
blue circle) and the lumen with early thrombus (in white circle).
(b) Transverse sections (T2-weighted MRI, TR = 1206.9 ms, TE =
2.0 ms) of the normal jugular veins (in blue circle) and the vein
with early thrombus (in white circle). (c) PAI showed normal
jugular veins (in blue circle) and jugular veins with early thrombus
(in white circle). Left pictures: normal mice. Right pictures:
thrombus model. In the thrombus model, FeCl3-induced thrombus
was only performed on the right jugular vein.
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cRGD-PDI NPs as a PA contrast agent for obtaining accurate
information on early thrombus, we also obtained PAI under
850 nm laser irradiation (no light absorption of cRGD-PDI
NPs at this wavelength) and compared it with PAI under 700
nm laser irradiation. In Figure S17, after injection of NPs, PAI
under 850 nm laser irradiation only showed the background
signals. Almost no signal changed, and the loss of PA signal in
thrombus (in the yellow circle area) existed in the whole
observation period. Combined with PAI under 700 nm laser
irradiation that exhibited the enhanced PA signal of NPs in the
same position (in the white circle area), we can unambiguously
distinguish thrombus from the surroundings. Furthermore, due
to the enhanced PA signal in early thrombus after injection of
cRGD-PDI NPs and the excellent 3D characteristics of PAI, the
amplified PA brightness allowed us to achieve a flexible 3D
signal reconstruction to better delineate early thrombus in
detail, including its profile, size, and conformation, compared to
those of PAI without cRGD-PDI NP injection (Figure 7). The
flexibility to rotate, scale, and view the interesting region from

various orientations can facilitate visualized diagnostics of early
thrombus. In this experiment, a 0.5 mm × 0.2 mm micro-
thrombus was easily observed by PAI. Furthermore, consider-
ing that the spatial resolution of our PA instrument (Endra
Nexus 128 PA tomography system) is <0.2 mm, it is possible
that a smaller thrombus can be detected by PAI.
In order to minimize the interference of the PA signal from

surrounding tissue and further test the PAI capability of cRGD-
PDI NPs on venous thrombus, the ex vivo PA data of the
jugular vein thrombus were collected. After excising and
embedding thrombus in agarose gel, the ex vivo PAI was
compared with the in vivo imaging. In Figure 8a,b, the ex vivo
PAI of the cRGD-PDI NP group clearly exhibited the enhanced
PA signals, and their PA signal change with time was consistent
with the living imaging, indicating the accumulation of cRGD-
PDI NPs in the jugular vein thrombus. Instead, there was
almost no PA signal in the jugular vein thrombus injected with
cRAD-PDI NPs, demonstrating the good targeting capability of
cRGD-PDI NPs to thrombus. Next, the corresponding result of

Figure 6. In vivo PA detection of early thrombus. (a) PAI of the mouse jugular veins with early thrombus of the cRGD-PDI NPs group, cRAD-
PDI NPs group, blocking group, and PBS control group at different treatment time. For analysis of the PAI effect of early thrombus, PA
intensity of the blood vessel with early thrombus (the circle region enveloped by the white dotted line) was compared with that of the normal
vessel region in the control side (the circled region enveloped by the blue dotted line). To study the obstructive degree of early thrombus, PA
intensity of the blood close to the thrombus (the square region enveloped by the white dotted line) was also compared with that of the blood
in normal vessel (the square region enveloped by the blue dotted line). All PAIs have the same scale bar. (b) Change of PA intensity in the
thrombus (the circle region enveloped by the white dotted line in (a)) of the cRGD-PDI NPs group, cRAD-PDI NPs group, blocking group,
and PBS control group and the blood in normal vessels (the circle region enveloped by the blue dotted line of the cRGD-PDI NPs group in
(a)) with injection time. (c) PA spectra of cRGD-PDI NPs (1 mg mL−1) in PBS (the green curve) and thrombus after 12 h injection of PBS
(the blue curve) and cRGD-PDI NPs (the red curve) in vivo. (d) Change of PA intensity of blood close to the thrombus (the square region
enveloped by the white dotted line in (a)) and blood in normal vessels (the square region enveloped by the green dotted line in (a)) with
injection time in the cRGD-PDI NP group and PBS control group. In (d), cRGD-PDI (L) refers to the normal vessel (left vein) and cRGD-
PDI (R) refers to the vessel with thrombus (right vein) in PAI of the cRGD-PDI NPs group. PBS (L) refers to the normal vessel (left vein),
and PBS (R) refers to the vessel with thrombus (right vein) in PAI of the PBS group. It was shown that the retention time of cRGD-PDI NPs
in the blood vessel close to the thrombus region was prolonged. (e) Illustration of the mechanism of the prolonged retention time of cRGD-
PDI NPs in the blood vessel close to the thrombus region.
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immunohistochemistry showed that GPIIb/IIIa was expressed
abundantly in the luminal thrombus of the test group, less in
the blocked thrombus, and seldom in the control jugular vein,
which clearly proved the specificity of cRGD-PDI NPs binding
to GPIIb/IIIa on the activated platelets in early thrombus
(Figure 8c and 8d).

Due to the targeting ability of cRGD-PDI NPs to GPIIb/IIIa
and slight GPIIb/IIIa expression in old thrombus, we thus
tested the feasibility of cRGD-PDI NPs to distinguish early
thrombus from old thrombus in vivo. The ferric-chloride-
induced acute jugular venous thrombus after 3 days of injury
was adopted as the old thrombus model. Similar to early
thrombus, old thrombus also exhibited the signal-off effect
before NP injection (Figure 9a), indicating its ineffectiveness
for PAI to clarify the thrombus status without using the PA
contrast agent. When cRGD-PDI NPs (3.33 mg mL−1, 0.3 mL)
as a contrast agent were tail-vein-injected for PAI, we found
that in contrast to the enhanced PA signal (4536 ± 121) in the
early thrombus (Figure 6a), no enhanced PA signal (1056 ±
96) was observed in the old thrombus region during 48 h after
NP injection (Figure 9a). Thus, early thrombus can be easily
differentiated from old thrombus through observation of the
PA signal variation in the thrombus region with time after
injection of cRGD-PDI NPs. Subsequently, the old thrombus
was resected and stained with anti-CD41, and only a small
amount of GPIIb/IIIa expression was found (Figure 9b).53 A
similar result was also reported in the ultrasound diagnosis of
early thrombus using cRGD-modified liposomes.10 The most
likely reason is that integrin GPIIb/IIIa exposes new epitopes
and binding sites (ligand-induced binding sites) on the surface
of activated platelets in early thrombus, where RGD, not RAD,
can recognize and combine. However, the configuration of
high-affinity GPIIb/IIIa that was not combined will change to a
low-affinity or rest state again as early thrombus grows into old
thrombus.54 Therefore, the GPIIb/IIIa-targeted cRGD-PDI
NPs can provide an opportunity to distinguish early thrombus
from old thrombus. Because such a lightening effect from
cRGD-PDI NPs can display the detailed information on early

Figure 7. PAI of early thrombus (region enveloped by the yellow
dotted line in the 2D picture and blue dotted line in the 3D
picture) 0 h and after 48 h injection of cRGD-PDI NPs.

Figure 8. Ex vivo specificity binding assessment of cRGD-PDI NPs to early thrombus. (a) Ex vivo PAI of excised thrombus after systemic
administration of cRGD-PDI and cRAD-PDI (300 μL, 3.33 mg mL−1) from 2 to 48 h. (b) Relationship of the PA signal intensity at 700 nm
(region enveloped by the red dotted line in (a)) with time after injection of cRGD-PDI NP and cRAD-PDI NPs. (c) Presence of platelet-
containing wall-adherent thrombosis in the 5% FeCl3-applied jugular veins partially occluded the total vessel lumen by pathological
examination in the top row. Corresponding expression of GPIIb/IIIa (yellow arrows depict the typical appearance) in the thrombus was also
observed through immunohistochemistry in the bottom row. The PBS group was a negative control. (d) Plot of GPIIb/IIIa density in each
group according to the integrated optical density (IOD), determined by Image-Pro Plus software, in the thrombus of five representative
sections of each group. Error bars were based on standard error of mean (SEM) (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n = 3).
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thrombus, it was considered that the lightening effect can also
be used to monitor the thrombolytic process. Consequently,
the monitoring ability of cRGD-PDI NPs for the therapeutic
effect of thrombolysis on early thrombus was investigated. In
this experiment, cRGD-PDI NPs were first injected into the
vein until an enhanced PA signal in the thrombus region was
observed after 6 h injection (Figure 9c). Then 50 000
international units (IU) of human urokinase (thrombolytic
agents) was injected via the tail vein for thrombolytic therapy.
After 6 h NP injection, the vessel around the lightened
thrombus showed an irregular margin in the PAI. The related
profile gradually became smooth only after 30 min injection of
thrombolytic agents and became similar to the normal vessel
after 1 h injection (Figure 9d). This phenomenon indicates the

successful removal of the thrombus and the fast vein
recanalization after drug administration. Different than the
remaining strong PA signal of untreated early thrombus after 48
h NP injection, the weakened PA signal after thrombolytic
therapy was nearly the same as that in the normal vessel, also
representing the successful thrombolysis. Combined with the
visual disappearance of early thrombus after 1 h thrombolytic
therapy through the ex vivo thrombus resection (Figure 9d), all
of the results strongly proved the feasibility of using PAI for
timely monitoring of thrombolysis.
The cRGD-PDI NP metabolism biodistribution at 2 days was

studied by ex vivo PAI of resected internal organs (Figure S18a,
Supporting Information). The biodistribution in the healthy
untreated mice and injected with cRAD-PDI NPs was also

Figure 9. Distinguishing early thrombus from old thrombus by PAI after injection of cRGD-PDI NPs and its potential applications of
monitoring the thrombolysis effect. (a) PAI of old venous thrombus (3 days after injury) showing that no PA signal was enhanced in the old
thrombus (region enveloped by the white dotted line) after injection of cRGD-PDI NPs. (b) Corresponding expression of GPIIb/IIIa (stained
with anti-CD41) in old thrombus was very small (indicated by the green arrow in the left picture) through immunohistochemistry, in
comparison with the abundant GPIIb/IIIa in early thrombus (indicated by the green arrow in the right picture). (c) PAI of normal jugular
veins before FeCl3 treatment (left), and FeCl3-treated vein after injection of cRGD-PDI NPs at 0 h (middle) and 6 h (right). After 6 h
injection of cRGD-PDI NPs (300 μL, 3.33 mg mL−1), the PA intensity of early thrombus increased compared with that at 0 h (region
enveloped by the white dotted line), and the margin of blood vessels at the thrombus region (displayed by green arc line) was irregular. (d)
PAI of jugular veins with early thrombus, which was first treated with cRGD-PDI NPs for 6 h and then treated with urokinase for
thrombolysis. After 1 h intravenous application of urokinase, the profile of the right jugular vein with thrombus completely became smooth
(displayed by green arc line). After 24 h thrombolysis, the PA signal intensity and the morphology of normal vessels (displayed by red arc
line) and vessel with thrombus (displayed by green arc line) were similar to each other. (e) Histology demonstrated the formation of wall-
adherent non-occlusive thrombosis after FeCl3 treatment and the disappearance of thrombus after 1 h thrombolysis.

Figure 10. Toxicity evaluation of cRGD-PDI NPs. Micrographs of H&E-stained organ slices from untreated mice (top row) and 7 days after
treatment (bottom row) with cRGD-PDI NPs. Examined organs included heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys. No obvious change in
cellular structure was observed for the treated group.
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analyzed for comparison. It was found that a very weak PA
signal was present in all organs of the untreated mice. However,
for the mice injected with cRGD-PDI NPs and cRAD-PDI NPs,
the NPs exhibited significant uptake in the liver and spleen but
little in the muscle, stomach, intestine, heart, and kidney.
Almost no NP accumulation appeared in the bone and skin
(Figure S18b, Supporting Information). Such a distribution
pattern is in agreement with a NP size greater than 10 nm,
which is mainly cleared through the reticuloendothelial system
(primarily through liver and spleen).55 We further preliminarily
evaluated the in vivo toxicity of cRGD-PDI NPs in mice
through H&E staining of major organs after 7 days of NP
injection. H&E staining of liver, spleen, and kidney, in which
PDI NPs accumulated, showed no apparent damage to the
cellular structures. Also, there was no obvious inflammation of
major organs (Figure 10), suggesting the favorable biocompat-
ibility and low cytotoxicity of cRGD-PDI NPs. Further
investigations are still needed to comprehensively evaluate its
long-term toxicity.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we developed organic NPs assembled by
amphiphilic PDI macromolecules for efficiently lightening
early thrombus in vivo by PAI. The as-prepared cRGD-PDI
NPs possessed special properties with high PA intensity, high
biocompatibility and photostability, and high affinity for the
GPIIb/IIIa receptor on activated platelets, thereby distinguish-
ing early thrombus from old thrombus. Furthermore, the PDI
NP-based contrast agent presented good PA signal for profiling
the edge of the thrombus and consequently for monitoring the
thrombolytic therapy. Overall, our work provides insight on
how to design or select suitable organic NP-based contrast
agents for promoting the development of PAI technology for
accurate diagnosis of early thrombus.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The synthetic routes to the PA agents are shown in the Supporting
Information.
Chemicals. tBOC-NH-poly(ethylene glycol)-NH2 with a molec-

ular weight of 2 kDa was purchased from Laysan Bio, Inc., and
3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride, 2-n-octyl-1-dodecyl-
amine, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, pyrrolidine, isopropyl alcohol,
trifluoroacetic acid, succinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl) cyclohex-
ane-1-carboxylate, and cRGDfC were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Material Characterization. TEM images were obtained on a

JEOL TEM 2010 electron microscope at an acceleration voltage of 100
kV. Dynamic light scattering was performed on the 90 Plus particle
size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments). NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker Ultra Shield Plus 400 MHz NMR (1H, 400 MHz; 13C, 100
MHz). The matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight
mass spectroscopy (MALDI-TOF MS) measurements were carried
out with a Shimadzu AXIMA-CFR mass spectrometer. UV−visible
absorption spectra were recorded on a PerkinElmer Lambda 35.
Preparation of PDI NPs. Detailed synthesis and characterization

of cRGD-PDI NPs and cRAD-PDI NPs is described in the Supporting
Information. Briefly, PDI NPs in aqueous solution were prepared by
directly adding amphiphilic PDI (10 mg) into 1 mL of water under
ultrasonication for 5 min at room temperature. The obtained PDI NPs
were surface-modified with cRGD and cRAD. The final cRGD-PDI
NPs and cRAD-PDI NPs were reconstituted in PBS and filtered
through a 0.22 μm filter for cell and animal experiments. The density
of cRGD or cRAD on the surface of cRGD-PDI NPs or cRAD-PDI
NPs was calculated by MALDI-TOF MS.
Cytotoxicity Assay. NIH/3T3 fibroblast cells were cultured in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) having 1% penicillin−

streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 °C in a
humidified environment with 5% CO2. MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-
2-yl)-2,5diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) assay was applied to evaluate
the NP cytotoxicity. In brief, the murine fibroblast NIH-3T3 cells at a
concentration of 4 × 104 cells mL−1 in medium were incubated in a
96-well plate. After 24 h incubation, the cells were further incubated
with cRGD-PDI NPs with different concentrations (0−1000 μg mL−1)
for 24 and 48 h. MTT compounds were further added to the medium
for another 3 h incubation. Cell viability was then evaluated by
investigating absorbance at 540 nm and using absorbance at 650 nm as
a reference. All samples were used in triplicate, and the related
experiments were all replicated three times.

PA Instrumentation. In this experiment, the Endra Nexus 128 PA
tomography system (Endra, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI) was applied for PAI.
The instrument has a tunable nanosecond pulsed laser (wavelength
range = 650−950 nm, 7 ns pulses, 20 Hz pulse repetition frequency, 9
mJ pulse−1 on the animal surface) and 128 unfocused ultrasound
transducers (5 MHz center frequency, 3 mm diameter) arranged in a
hemispherical bowl.

Mouse Model of FeCl3-Induced Non-occlusive VTE in the
Jugular Vein. All surgical procedures and post-operative care were
performed in accordance with institutional guidelines on animal care.
Male C57BL/6 mice (body weight = 25−30 g, age = 8−12 weeks)
were anesthetized by using a mixture of intraperitoneal ketamine/
xylazine. Before making the model, the hair on each mouse’s neck was
removed with hair remover lotion. The right main jugular vein was
exposed by blunt dissection from circumferential connective tissues.
Subsequently, a filter paper (1 × 2 mm) soaked with 5% FeCl3 was
placed on top of the vessel and incubated for 5 min. To ensure that the
location of the FeCl3 was only placed on top of the vessel surface, two
stretches of parafilm were placed on both sides of the vessel. After
removal of the filter paper, the vessel was washed with 0.9% NaCl to
remove residual FeCl3. As a sham control, the left jugular vein was
surgically exposed and soaked with PBS. The presence of non-
occlusive thrombus in the right jugular vein was confirmed by
histology.

In Vitro PAI of Activated Platelets. Fresh citrated blood was
obtained from healthy human volunteers. Platelet-rich plasma (PRP)
was obtained via centrifugation of whole blood at 800g for 15 min.
This experiment was divided into four groups. Each EP tube was
added with 100 μL of PRP, which was activated with 20 μmol mL−1

ADP and 30 μmol L−1 thrombin-receptor-activating peptide before
incubation with cRGD-PDI, cRAD-PDI, PBS at 37 °C for 60 min, and
then centrifuged at 12 000g for 15 min to obtain platelet precipitates.
After 100 μL of PBS was added, the platelet precipitate was
centrifuged at 12 000g for 5 min with ultrasonic vibration, extensively
washed with PBS three times, and then subjected to a scan of PA
spectra at excited wavelengths ranging from 680 to 950 nm with a step
of 5 nm. To demonstrate the specificity of cRGD-PDI NPs to GPIIb/
IIIa receptor ex vivo, a competitive inhibition experiment was adopted.
One hundred microliters of Eptifibatide (Integrilin), a GPIIb/IIIa
antagonist commonly used in clinical practice, was added to the
activated PRP to saturate GPIIb/IIIa before incubation with cRGD-
PDI NPs. The specificity of cRGD-PDI NP-targeting activated
platelets was analyzed using PAI. Under each condition, the same
experiments were performed three times.

In Vivo US and MRI. After non-occlusive thrombosis was induced
with FeCl3 as described above, mice (n = 3) were subjected to
ultrasonographic imaging (Vevo 2100, VisualSonices Inc., Toronto,
Canada). Mice were anesthetized and maintained with isoflurane
anesthesia (1.5−2%) and laid on a platform in the supine position with
all legs taped to electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes for heart rate
monitoring. A 30 MHz probe was used to gather venous thrombus
information.

After US detections, MRI was performed with a 7.0 T Micro-MR
(Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). Mice were further anesthetized and
maintained with isoflurane anesthesia (1.5−2%) and were connected
to an ECG and breathing monitor and kept at 37 °C in the animal bed.
Imaging consisted of a pilot scan with two orthogonal slices followed
by a respiration-gated coronal two-dimensional gradient-echo
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sequence oriented vertical to the esophagus with an echo time (TE) of
2.0 ms, a repetition time (TR) of 1206.9 ms, a flip angle of 180°, and a
field of view of 25 × 25 mm. Data were gathered with a 25 mm
resonator tunable to T2-weighted

1H MRI.
In Vivo and Ex Vivo PAI. Mice were randomly assigned to cRGD-

PDI, cRAD-PDI, and PBS groups (n = 3 for each group) before PAI
was performed. After the non-occlusive thrombus was induced with
FeCl3 as described above, mice were tail-vein-injected (15 min after
the end of the surgical procedures) with either the cRGD-PDI or
cRAD-PDI NPs (3.33 mg mL−1) in a total volume of 0.3 mL. The
group injected with 0.3 mL of PBS was also used as the control group.
Anesthesia was induced with 5% and maintained with 1−2% isoflurane
during the PAI experiment. Except for the nose and mouth, the neck
of mouse was immersed in a water tank with a transparent window at
the bottom to let NIR light penetrate underneath to the prone
position. Then the bilateral jugular veins were simultaneously imaged
at 2, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h after injection of the probes. A competitive
inhibition experiment was applied on three mice with thrombus to
prove the binding ability of cRGD-PDI NPs to GPIIb/IIIa in vivo.
Eptifibatide (1.8 μg g−1) was injected to saturate GPIIb/IIIa before NP
administration. cRGD-PDI NPs were then injected, and PAI was
obtained according to the above-mentioned procedure. After in vivo
imaging, the mice were euthanized. Their jugular veins were excised,
embedded in agarose gel, and subjected to PAI at various time points.
For clearance biodistribution experiment of cRGD-PDI NPs, mice (n
= 3) were euthanized 7 days after injection of the contrast agent.
Transcardiac perfusions through the left ventricle were then performed
with PBS to remove the residual blood. After that, all organs were
harvested, embedded in agarose gel, and subjected to PAI under 700
nm laser irradiation.
To study the capability of cRGD-PDI NPs on monitoring

thrombolysis effect in vivo, we performed thrombolysis in a group (n
= 3) of FeCl3-induced non-occlusive VTE in the jugular vein by
injection of human urokinase (Medac, Wedel, Germany). After the
enhanced PA signal was observed in thrombus after 6 h injection of
cRGD-PDI NPs, 300 μL of urokinase (50 000 IU) was tail-vein-
injected and PAI was then performed after 30 min, 1 h, and 24 h.
When in vivo PAI was finished, the jugular veins were excised and
stained with hematoxylin and eosin to confirm the success or failure of
thrombolysis.
To evaluate whether cRGD-PDI NPs can be used to detect old

thrombus, FeCl3-induced acute jugular venous thrombus after 3 days
of injury was adopted as the old thrombus model. cRGD-PDI NPs
(3.33 mg mL−1, 0.3 mL) were injected via tail vein in mice with the old
thrombus model (n = 3) and then transferred to the PAI system. After
48 h PAI, those mice were killed and jugular veins were removed.
Then the tissue was stained for GPIIb/IIIa analysis as described in
Supporting Information.
Histopathology and Immunohistochemistry. After in vivo PAI

was finished, animals were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine.
Transcardiac perfusions were carried out with saline and 4%
paraformaldehyde. The jugular veins were excised, fixed in formalin,
and embedded in paraffin. Serial 4 μm thick cross sections were
stained with hematoxylin and eosin to confirm the formation of non-
occlusive thrombus in the right jugular vein. In immunohistochemistry,
GPIIb/IIIa was detected with rat anti-mouse GPIIb polyclonal
antibody (Clone MWReg30, Abcam, Inc., America), and then primary
antibody was detected with a goat anti-rat antibody (HRP, Abcam,
Inc., America). All sections were immunostained with horseradish
peroxidase substrate solution (DAB + H2O2 in distilled water) and
then counterstained with hematoxylin. For each group, five
representative sections were used, and the integrated optical density
was semiquantified by Image-Pro Plus software.
Statistical Methods. The data of PA signal intensities in regions of

interest were analyzed by the OsiriX imaging system software package.
All data were given as mean ± SD. The statistical calculations were
carried out by GraphPad Prism v.5 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla,
CA). Correlation coefficients were concluded by using linear
regression and calculating Pearson correlation coefficient (r). In this
study, statistical comparisons between various groups were imple-

mented with two-way analysis of variance. The comparison of PAI
intensity between the two time points of the same group was
performed with a paired t test; p < 0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.
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